
Did you know?

frêne blanc

(French)

American ash

aqamoq (Mi'kmaq)

The white ash name

comes from its silvery

white-green hue on the

underside of the leaves

 I am also called...
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What makes me unique? 

MEET THE WHITE ASH Fraxinus americana

Here is where I live! 

I am native to northeastern North America 

Olive family / Oleaceae

Young trees are smooth, light grey with an orange hue

Older trees have furrowed grey diamond-shaped ridges

(Fig. 1). 

Bark 
1
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Opposite pinnately compound with 5-9 hairless leaflets

that are oval-shaped  (Fig. 3, 5)

Each leaflet is attached to the main leaf stem by a distinct

stalk. This is a good way to tell me apart from other ash

tree species! 

Leaves
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Winter buds appear

'chocolate chip-like'

During spring, my male

and female flowers

appear purple-green (Fig.

2)

Female flowers form into

cluster of samaras, each

1-inch long  (Fig. 3) 

Buds & Fruit 
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Maximum height is 30

metres with a diameter

of 150 cm

I usually have one single

trunk and grow in a

straight pyramidal

crown

I need a lot of sun

especially as I mature

My soil should be deep,

well-drained so I can

spread my lateral roots

deeply

Height & Form
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Did you know?

White ash is the

preferred wood for

baseball bats due to

the sapwood's

flexibility, strength and

straight grain 

Many gardening tools such as rakes, hoes and hammers are made

with white ash where high-impact is expected

Used to make ladders, cabinets, boats and furniture

Tools & Carpentry

Pest introduced to Detroit, MI in 2002 that has

decimated ash tree populations across North

America 

Within 8-10 years after introduction into an area,

almost 99% of ash trees are killed. Fig.7 is an ash

stand experiencing an infestation 

The entire white ash population is expected to

decline by 80%  in the next 100 years due to EAB 

Many urban centres have multiple affected ash

trees that must be treated and removed at the

cost of municipalities. 

This loss can impact canopy cover and thus 

 increase homeowner heating/cooling costs and

respiratory illness symptoms

Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) Agrilus planipennis (Fig. 6)

A common Indigenous peoples practice is to

use juice from crushed leaves to relieve

swelling and itching from mosquito bites

Treat mosquito bites

USES, SIGNIFICANCE & THREATS
What can I be used for?

Used to make many sporting goods such as

hockey sticks, baseball bats, and tennis

rackets 

Sporting Goods

Why am I less commonly found in North America? 

As of 2009, White ash is 0.7% of the merchantable volume of timber in the province

The price of my versatile wood is increasing due to the diminishing supply, although the

market is limited to sawlogs in the Maritimes. 

Timber production in Nova Scotia
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I am often the first tree to appear on abandoned farm fields or seen

providing quality shade in public parks due to my dense branching

Shade
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